Resource links shared in chat in the webinar *The AI Revolution: Transforming Higher Education for the Workforce of Tomorrow*

In the order they were posted in chat:
1. Bryan Alexander Substack *Exploring where emerging AI might take colleges and universities*
2. Artificial Intelligence at the University of Arizona
3. “GPT-4 Khan Academy In Depth Demo” video
4. List of Florida State University AI resources
6. SSRN article “Assigning AI: Seven Approaches for Students, with Prompts”
7. Point Park University
8. Blog *One Useful Thing on AI*
9. University of Delaware Computational Thinking Rubric
10. Future Trends Forum episode “AI, Ethics, and Academia”
11. TLDR AI newsletter sign-up
12. AI in Education Resource Directory
13. Glasp YouTube Summary with ChatGPT & Claude
14. *Buzzfeed* article “From Alabama to Wyoming, This Is What AI Thinks People from All 50 States Looked Like in the 1970s” (re: bias in AI)
15. CSTA article “BlackGPT: Five Reasons That Black Students Should Learn About and Use Artificial Intelligence Models”
16. Black in AI page “Advocacy”
17. U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundation “Experience You Demonstration” video
18. DAIR Institute publications list
19. Supertools The Rundown AI tools page
20. European Commission, “A European Approach to Artificial Intelligence”
21. Wikipedia article “Timnit Gebru”
22. Chico State AI Tools list
23. Vanderbilt University course Prompt Engineering for ChatGPT
24. AI for Education page “GenAI Chatbot Prompt Library for Educators”
25. Elicit AI Research Assistant
26. Auburn University Online course Teaching with Artificial Intelligence
27. Dr. Joshua Whittinghill course slide deck “AI in Education”
28. Connected Papers AI tool
29. BBC News article “ChatGPT: US Lawyer Admits Using AI for Case Research” (re: lawyer whose AI chat research contained references to hallucinated court cases)
30. Scribe AI tool
31. LinkedIn Learning courses—
   a. *How to Research and Write Using Generative AI Tools*, Dave Birss
   b. *How to Boost Your Productivity with AI Tools*, Dave Birss
   c. *Ethics in the Age of Generative AI*, Vilas Dhar
   d. *Introduction to Prompt Engineering for Generative AI*, Ronnie Sheer
32. Limestone University libguide “Artificial Intelligence & ChatGPT”
33. Pluralsight courses—
   a. *AI & Generative AI: Executive Briefing, Simon Allardice*
   b. *AI Ethics: Understanding Bias and Fairness in Your Models, Big Data LDN*
34. Russell Group article “New Principles on Use of AI in Education”
35. GTC Libraries libguide “ChatGPT and AI – Articles and Faculty Resources”
36. Butler University libguide “AI in the Classroom”
37. The Future Trends Forum webpage
38. Waubonsee Community College Inclusive Teaching Excellence Series — scroll down to 2023 Spring to see the presentations referenced
39. University of Michigan *Generative Artificial Intelligence Committee Report*
40. HotelTechReport article “AI in Hospitality: The Impact of Artificial Intelligence on the Hotel Industry”
41. Leslie March’s notes on *The AI Revolution*